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Editorial:

The Louise Kitchen Amrita is an arcane title for a journal for people who

have had the unfortunate experience of having to deal with the incompetent and parasitic
public service in Australia.
This journal could be subtitled, “The lies and scams of
Australia's Public Sector Parasites”. As an alternative title, that would sound so boring.
The Louise Kitchen Armita [or LKA] will provide a forum to expose those nobodies in the
public sector who find that the “public service” provides them with the most “influence” they
could ever hope to have. This title will become esoteric knowledge for All Australians. It will
become a catch-phrase to describe when one has been lied to, cheated and bullied by the
parasites who are expected to “serve” us. As an example: “My mate Jack just got LKAed by
Centrelink.” It will enter the English lexicon as a cliché for a particular type of action. We
will explain the title in the next issue.
We propose a weblog called Louise Kitchen Amrita for these anecdotes. The pearls will be
printed in future issues of this journal. This will give a degree of permanence to these
incidents, because notwithstanding Google, the internet by its nature is ephemeral.
Accordingly, our print publications are intended to add a degree of permanence and eternity
to our publications.
So, Louise Kitchen Amrita is primarily a print journal with legal deposit obligations to be
deposited in the National Library of Australia in Canberra and the State Library of
Queensland and Queensland Parliamentary Library, and so be catalogued accordingly.
Additionally, it will be available archived on our website http://haigreport.com as a .pdf file
identical to the printed version. That will be additional to the weblog. Thus, it will be more
readily available to the whole community, being also indexed/catalogued by google and other
search engines. Some libraries may actually "mirror" our site and hold a copy of each of our
publications on their server, depending upon how often it is requested of them. We intend to
archive all our publications.
In future editions, we will entertain submissions from readers, and even on occasions invite
honourary Guest Editors, with “By Lines” for contributors and guest editors. Our website,
http://haigreport.com will contain more informations and features than just the archives of
our print publications.
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